


“People expect others to see the world pretty much the way they do, and in
fact, they don't… we are much more different from each other in our
interpretations of the world than we're inclined to believe.”
— Daniel Kahnemann, 2002 Nobel Prize in Economic Science

“Thinking like a system about root causes and interdependencies is the first
step in achieving a real understanding of what is driving the challenges we
face today and where there might be energy for change.”
— Dr. Joanna Choukier, Director of Design & Innovation at The RSA

"We have to take steps to detoxify our discourse, particularly the scourge of
disinformation, conspiracy theories, and hate online that has polluted our
political discourse."
— President Barack Obama, 2022

“Communities are the building blocks of a nation. The strength of a country
or a state lies in the ability of its people to work together in harmony and
develop as part of a strong community … The need for global community
development has never been greater.”
– Valerie Forgeard, Founder and Global Leader at World Citizen Artists

“Existing social media incentives frequently lead to attention being focused
on content and conversation that sparks controversy and outrage, rather
than conversation which informs and promotes health”.
– Jack Dorsey, co-founder of Twitter and proponent of Web 5.0
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Executive Summary
Cordial enables diverse personal insight and lived experience to be shared
and heard to reconcile differences, detoxify debate and positively
influence organisational policy, planning and decision making.

Cordial World unleashes the potential of all people to exchange knowledge
in an inclusive collaborative digital environment built with human-centric
design to incentivize cooperation and consensus.

Cordial reimagines the research and opinion marketplace - we are a 21st
YouGov with a heart; a LinkedIn with a soul; a NextDoor with a purpose.

Our hybrid business model:

1. Businesses, local government, anchor institutions and academia pay (either through
subscription or one-off fees when needed) to access communities of people on the
Cordial platform to engage in meaningful consultation, conduct market research or
access existing knowledge datasets that they need.

2. Citizens who participate on the platform are recognised for their contribution through
the gift of utility tokens and profile points for proactively seeking perspectives and
asking questions of others – this positive reinforcement and fair reward will grow the
pool of citizens and diversity of communities available to organisations.

3. We will release a fixed supply utility token on a blockchain. Its use will enable access
into and actress the knowledge value ecosystem, permit the peer-to-peer recognition
of valuable contribution. Micro transaction fees can be assumed across the
ecosystem and as utility driven demand increases so will the token’s inherent value.

4. We have access to 14 acres of land ready for commercial development 10 minutes
from Gatwick airport. We intend to build a solar farm, office spaces and the Cordial
academy.

5. As Professor Stuart Russell noted early this year in the Reith Lectures, AI is nearly
ready to ask people what it is to be human, rather than us asking AI questions. With
consent, Cordial will enable AI to access a very human, authentic, diverse value asset.
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Cordial helps fix a number of systemic problems :

1. Organisations in both the public and private sector must understand their context, but
they have a reputation problem; citizens have a low level of trust in them. This makes
it difficult to achieve meaningful engagement/consultation to learn what pains to
solve, how priorities should be set, and how resources should be allocated to be
spent most efficiently and effectively for the highest social impact.

2. Two thirds of people do not trust social media. Two thirds of people feel their voices
are unheard. Two thirds of change initiatives fail. These are correlated. We need a
new mechanism to encourage civic participation, restore trust, embrace inclusion &
cognitive diversity, and incentivise collaboration to build public social value and
enable fair access to the Future of Work.

3. The UK’s Levelling-Up agenda advocates a significant devolution of power into local
communities but is criticised because it does little to fill the capability and capacity
gap at this level. Cordial solves this by connecting those closest to the challenge
with power.

4. Current tools extract data at the expense of consumer privacy, fail to recognise
people as holistic and complex, and fail to reward people fairly for their contributions.
To allow for the rich information needed to understand their audience’s motivations,
perspectives and lived experience we need money.

5. Too many initiatives are unsustainable and do not connect with people on the ground
because they didn’t properly understand the people, or the true problems, in the first
place.

Momentum/Achievements to date:

● Hatch Enterprise Founders’ Incubator;
● Amazon Web Services Loft Accelerator;
● Web Summit, Lisbon 2022 - Impact Start-up;
● Collision Technology Conference, Toronto, 2022 - Impact Start-up;
● Community Wealth Building research with London South Bank University (LSBU).
● Creative Business Internships with Hogeschool Utrecht.
● Partnership discussions with the Computer Science Department, University of

East London.
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Cordial World Growth Plans, 2022- 2026:

We aim to build the world's most inclusive community of divergent thinkers and activists
to solve wicked problems amicably. We have a 5 phase growth strategy:

Phase 1 - Build local to global awareness and a viable community through
inspiring and purposeful engagement.

Phase 2 - Develop our unique knowledge sharing marketplace software and IP
using a new thought-mapping software we call Physix. This will enable people to
see ‘otherness’ for context, create knowledge challenges, pool ideas and
co-create.

Phase 3 - Build our token economy and add in smart web tools such as
Self-Sovereign Identity management, Verified Credentials to enable digital asset
attribution, and Personal Cloud Computing to enable true data ownership. This
will include the release of our utility token, DIAL, with tokenomics to incentive
positive collaborative behaviours in new ways.

Phase 4 - Build our Cordial collaboration guide rails to help motivated groups
conduct real innovation by taking their ideas from inception, through
implementation to beneficial impact. This will also include a crowd-funding
element to provide and allocate resources for community wealth building.

Phase 5 - Become 100% regenerative through the creation of our own 14 acre
solar farm to provide energy to our new business workspaces for start-ups and
our own Cordial World Academy.
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Competition:

Noting the Big Hairy Audacious Goals we aim to deliver, we are well aware of the many
currently operating alternatives to Cordial’s dream, but they are often based on
extractive business models in which participants are considered to be ‘users’. They sell
our personal data in ill-defined ways that expose us to unwanted surveillance, privacy
violations, powerful algorithms and distracting advertising. Cordial aims to displace
entities like Facebook, YouGov, LinkedIn and Nextdoor and win our place in better
futures through healthy ‘co-opertition’ with the likes of Decidim, Mighty Networks,
FutureFox and the marvellous Indigenous & Modern.

Competitive advantage:

Cordial World wants to turn the current consumer-focussed business model that
deliberately moves value from users to shareholders at high cost to participants, society
and the environment. Cordial is the only platform that will ‘tick all the boxes’ needed for
rich data gathering and collaborative problem solving with high levels of trust, and we
will do this through both a pro-social culture supported by appropriate digital
technologies like self-sovereign identity and personal cloud computing.

We will offer: no distracting advertisements, fair recognition and reward to our
community of active citizens, real data ownership and privacy by choice, verified
identities, personal insight, diversity in dialogue, community building in a range of
contexts, rich qualitative data, and collaboration. With Cordial, the focus is on solving
complex and urgent problems facing citizens of the world using a local, community
development approach. We intend to build the biggest pie possible, so that even a little
slice contains real value for all.

Current investment opportunity & ROI:

An investment into Cordial World Limited is an investment to a better global future. It is
for those who wish to upend the status quo, seek more positive ways of utilising human
thought in tolerant collaboration. We are seeking a minimum raise of £250,000 for 10%,
giving a Post Money Valuation of £2.5m. Seed round investors will be given priority
access to the DIAL utility token and rights to Series A-C. Cordial World Limited will
become a software development house and managed services provider to the Cordial
World Foundation’s ecosystem (like RedHat to Linux). The core team aims to exit from
the limited company in 5 years to concentrate on developing the Cordial World
Foundation as a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO).
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Vision

A connected digital world that is safer, fairer and more just, which helps people
develop greater trust and respect of others, share perspectives and as a result,
empowers societies to solve urgent local and global issues together.

Mission

To empower every citizen with the digital means to safely connect and
collaborate with others, to positively contribute their value of life experiences
and insights, in order to create novel solutions and be fairly rewarded for it.

Our values

We believe

● Everyone's an expert at something; everything is local to someone.
● Complexity is solved through ‘otherness’.
● Empathy, mutual respect and dialogue release potential.
● Diversity, inclusion and shared knowledge creates huge value.
● Reward should be distributed equitably to contributors.
● Agile, empowered, multi-disciplinary collaboration is necessary to achieve

positive outcomes for all people, communities, society and our planet.
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A more Cordial World is needed.

Let’s build it together.

We are witnessing a perfect storm of accelerating crises that are born from destructive
systems of inequality, unchecked power and misunderstandings. Existential risk
prevention is now a global priority for citizens. A new web is being built that will offer a
profound shift in how society operates, and for what end. It has never been more
crucial to build an alternative system based on collective wisdom, joyful collaboration
and belonging in community.

Cordial World will build a trusted digital platform for people to exchange the value of
human insight, knowledge and lived experience with each other. Cordial will help unlock
the knowledge economy, tap into the genius of cognitive diversity and enable
constructive debate and decision making. As a result, people will collaborate better to
solve complex problems together and organisations and institutions will develop greater
sense-making capability and become more effective, productive and sustainable.

The movement is clear to see. A decentralised science start-up called Molecule1 just
raised $13m in seed funding to enable early-stage biopharma R&D crowdfunding,
governance and ownership. They ask the question “imagine if insulin was collectively
owned and governed by diabetics - how would they price the drug, access it and share
information with the community?”. This is a strong signal that Web 3.0 provides a route
from archaic, centralised, bottlenecked structures to more agile, self-governing and
personalised ownership in pharma.

Cordial World aims to build a diverse and inclusive ecosystem in which multiple
perspectives of lived experience and deep expertise can be voiced, heard, owned and
shared by choice, for fair reward and clear unbiased decision-making.

We imagine a world in which the Cordial World Foundation and the Cordial World
application are known as the best places to find diverse experience and expertise,
create new knowledge collaboratively, build personal reputation and contribute
meaningfully to society and ecological regeneration through an open, ethical and
easy-to-use protocol.

1

https://www.theblock.co/post/151539/decentralized-science-platform-molecule-raises-13-million-in-seed-f
unding?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social
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We believe that…
1. Every human has their own lived experience

2. Everyone's an expert at something

3. Listening and ‘otherness’ are essential to effective collaboration and

solving complex problems.

4. Empathy and mutual respect release human potential

5. Shared knowledge creates exponential value

6. Ideas should cross borders, even if people cannot

7. Rewards for community contributions should be distributed equitably

8. Empowered, diverse teams create better solutions

9. Collaboration delivers better outcomes for people, communities,

society and our planet

10. We need to act now.
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Cordial World - building better futures together

What are the macro issues Cordial hopes to help address?

Much is broken right now:  Societies, Trust, Systems, Capitalism and Climate are all suffering
from failure.

Along with a very real climate crisis, the
growing disparity of wealth is a defining
challenge of our time. In advanced
economies, the gap between the rich and
poor is at its highest level in decades. As the
automation of work increasingly dislocates
millions of workers across the world, a
knowledge economy built on the wrong kind
of web will aggravate the current social and
economic tensions in society, undermining
trust in democratic institutions and leading to
explosions of violence, as we saw with the
storming of Capitol Hill, Washington DC, in
January 2021.

Furthermore, the ability to address the most
pressing global issues of the day is
dependent on a collective, coordinated,
concerted response by citizens. This is not
possible in environments where social
cohesion has broken down.

Both the climate crisis and COVID19 pandemic have shone a light onto planetary and economic
fragility. In the last 24 months, more money was printed by central banks than in the previous 50
years combined, setting the conditions for inflation, instability, and isolationism. This is not
sustainable.

Existential risks that have been exposed by the climate emergency and the COVID-19 global
pandemic – and accelerated by stagnating economies – demand our immediate response; we
are living in a “unique time of perils” our response to which will determine the future of human
civilization.

“Existential risk requires a proactive approach…we must anticipate emerging dangers, mobilise
support for action against hypothetical future harm, and get our precautions sufficiently right the
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first time. That is a tall order… attempts to imitate such proactive behaviour within less perfect
institutions can easily backfire”2

The UK Government’s Levelling Up (2022) paper acknowledges that the country’s economic model
is broken and has led to a highly unequal distribution of wealth among people and places. To
tackle such inequality, institutions need to vastly improve how they engage with local
stakeholders, and we need to build sustainable collaborative partnerships across businesses,
institutions and the public they serve3.

“An economic system that is unequal in the opportunities and outcomes available to its citizens
will erode trust, social cohesion and wellbeing among people and in places. History, recent and
distant, shows that these erosions of trust and belonging ultimately flow back to damage the
economy. Economies without trust and social cohesion fail.”

“There is compelling evidence of a decline in trust or trustworthiness within and among the
institutions shaping our societies. Indices point towards a depletion in levels of public trust in
politics and politicians, government, business and finance, charities, tech and media platforms
and companies. These institutions are seen as both lacking trustworthiness and eroding people’s
agency over their lives.”4

The knowledge economy is broken

“Organisations whose stated purpose is to pursue the common good spend tens of trillions of
dollars each year…Probably only a small fraction of these tens of trillions of dollars is genuinely
intended to improve the world as much as possible, rather than promote the interests of a specific
group…if billions of dollars could be redirected to problems that are larger in scale, more
neglected, or easier to solve, this could provide huge gains”5.

Building the capacity to explore and solve complex global problems has been identified as one
of the most pressing problems in our world today. This involves helping existing institutions to
make complex decisions and more successfully meet challenges, and building communities of
people who believe they can make a difference.6

We are experiencing a historic paradigm shift. Traditional manufacturing-based economies
across the globe are being replaced with knowledge-based and data-driven ones. Value used to
lie in tangible assets like land, real estate, and mining of minerals and metals. Nowadays, value
is placed on innovative ideas, technology, and information – machine learning algorithms, data

6 80,000 Hours
5 Roman Duda, Global Priorities Research, 2018.
4 RSA, Design for Life, 2022
3 LIPSIT, Delivering Levelling-Up, 2021
2 Nick Bostrom, University of Oxford, 2012
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analysis, research, and patents. Information-based assets have grown to represent 84% of stock
market value, and the majority of GDP in OECD economies is now thought to be
knowledge-based.

The original vision of the world wide web was to organise and index human knowledge so that it
could be easily indexed and accessed by everyone, for the benefit of everyone. The companies
with the highest enterprise value today are digital companies that exploit the enormous
information capabilities of the world wide web and deliver huge economic rewards to their
shareholders7.

And yet, only a trickle of the enormous bounty of the digital revolution returns to the many. As a
result, economic inequality and social exclusion widens. Human knowledge, data and insights
on the web are being harnessed for the benefit of a very small minority.

The knowledge economy is
broken; the web has become a
medium of manipulation, rage
and polarisation.
The digital world is flooded with
perverse incentives that lead to
violations of privacy, manipulated
elections, personal anxiety and
social strife (Lanier & Weyl,
20188). One missing ingredient is
basic human trust –- an
assurance that online interactions
are founded on consent,
accountability and mutual
benefit9.

Digitisation is the most powerful force in our world today. 65% of global GDP is estimated to be
digitised in 2022 (International Data Corporation). While digital technologies have the potential
to generate new value for everyone, they risk further exacerbating exclusion, the unequal
concentration of power and wealth, and social instability (World Economic Forum, 2019).

Current platforms and businesses extract and aggregate siloed pieces of data from people.
They are impersonal and unable to answer the larger questions that are needed to know what
needs to change. They do nothing to foster community development, community building and

9 Whitt, 2020

8 Lanier J and Weyl EG (2018) A blueprint for a better digital society. Harvard Business Review, Digital
Article(26 Sept).

7 Case and Haley, 2020
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citizen participation. For example, YouGov can tell us how people voted and their preference on
predetermined issues, but not why they think that way or how they feel. For example, Labour are
still trying to figure out why people stopped voting for them.

“For the first time since the digital age started, we are seeing citizens and enterprises
reassessing the use of data. The model of data extraction by business in exchange for services
is under strain. New regulations and increasing awareness of the usage of personal data – both
the harms and the benefits – are triggering a review of the balance of power and could lead to
new contracts.” – World Economic Forum, 2019
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How will Cordial World make a difference?

Meaningful contribution. The one thing we all have that is unique to all of us and therefore
scarce, is our lived experience. That is something we can all give freely or be rewarded for
sharing. We can inform, inspire and entertain people, and at the same time grow ourselves from
reflections on our personal insight and life knowledge.. You need only search online for the
power of storytelling to learn of the healing, connection and societal transformation that can
result from listening, sharing and taking positive action together. Hearing all voices, with the
real-life context of impacting issues, will influence social policy and decision making in any
context - and yet it is not done enough.

The United Nations recognizes how local citizen participation is crucial to global peace:

“Irrespective of the global nature of underlying factors… global conflicts affect the
livelihoods of people in local communities. Solutions to these conflicts need to be based,
therefore, on the perspectives of those affected. Local governance, as the closest level of
governance to the people, offers a space for discussion, and is well suited to gather these
perspectives and encourage citizen participation. In improving their efforts for sustaining
peace, it is important that practitioners focus on mechanisms that ensure strong
participation from citizens in local governance.”10

Latent energy lies in people’s everyday experience,
and Cordial World wants to translate that into
accessible value to unlock a whole new way of
earning and being an engaged citizen.

It may not always feel like much, but each of us
doing our part builds to an extraordinary collective
shift. Ursula Wolfe-Rocca, a teacher from Oregon
USA, created a viral tweet with her reflections on the
idea that everything is connected, so “if you’re
pulling at one of the treads, you’re helping to unravel
the whole darn cloth”. Over 24,000 people on
Twitter liked her comments.

10 UNSSC, Why citizen participation needs to be at the centre of the UN’s efforts to sustain peace, Aug 2020
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Introducing the Cordial World Ecosystem
The Cordial World Foundation provides strategic governance, direction, and resources to enable
the creation, sustainment and growth of a globally accessible knowledge ecosystem. This
consists of the Foundation itself, an open-source Web 3.0 software network as the decisive
engine of the project (Cordial Network), its blockchain utility token (DIAL) to lubricate the
mechanisms, and the many applications that connect into and leverage the power of the
network (e.g. Cordial Knowledge Applications). The ecosystem is made whole with the addition
of individual users, businesses formally partnered with the Foundation and independent
enterprises accessing the knowledge therein through applications built by Cordial, themselves
or others. The Cordial ecosystem will be ever-expanding and built for a decentralised future.
Any individual or enterprise can connect; the more inclusive the network and greater the number
of interconnecting applications, the greater its liquidity and power, and subsequently the greater
its efficiency and financial return to all those who contribute.

The Cordial Network: Human Knowledge as a Service (HKaaS)
We will build a scalable blockchain-based platform called the Cordial Network. The purpose of
the Cordial Network is to cohere the utility of multiple current and Web 3.0 technologies in such
a way that it creates new opportunities to prosper from the bounty of the 21st century
knowledge economy.

At its core, the Network will link knowledge providers and knowledge seekers but do so with an
array of novel technologies that create benefits unique to HKaaS. A "knowledge provider" is a
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person who has specific knowledge about a subject. Most people have knowledge about several
subjects at varying degrees of expertise. The Cordial Network will enable the verification of a
person's qualifications and expertise across a range of subjects, and capture the knowledge
created by them. A "knowledge seeker" is a person, group or organization that needs human
engagement in order to solve a challenge that requires human intellect and knowledge.
Knowledge seekers may require collective rather than individual knowledge, for instance if the
nature of the problem is complex and the answer requires consensus; for example, selecting
from a number of possible outcomes with varying costs and benefits, or recommending a set of
policies or investment choices. In such cases, knowledge seekers will be able to access and pull
together teams or groups of knowledge providers, and ask them to provide their insights and
opinions. Transactions between "knowledge providers" and "knowledge seekers" will be
facilitated by "tickets", i.e. requests for specific human knowledge to solve a particular problem
in a specified time at an agreed price.

The significant differentiators of the Cordial Network from current knowledge sharing internet
platforms and applications are:

1. Cognitive diversity. Every social media site has some level of cognitive diversity, but not
all are equal. Diversity in any sense is a function of the depth, breadth and size of the user pool -
and the algorithms that sort and connect people and ideas. Some social tools are designed to
breed echo chambers of homogeneity, polarisation and outrage because this is more addictive
and returns greater profit. This is not the way to cultivate considered debate or constructive
challenge, or generate inclusive solutions. Instead, Human Knowledge as a Service is being
designed for everyone, everywhere - including the misfits, mavericks and marginalised who are
often excluded. In our applications we will nurture a feeling of belonging and psychological
safety, a culture of openness and challenge, in order to reduce bias and noise, optimise
understanding and drive a beneficial re-engineering of human judgement and decision-making
hygiene.

2. Verifiable identity. Electronic Identities (e-IDs) are proliferating to permit access and
ownership across the digital economy. Web 3.0 enables Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs), a new
type of identifier that strengthens verifiable identity with privacy preservation. A DID identifies
any subject (e.g. a person, organization, knowledge packet or data model). In contrast to typical,
federated identifiers, DIDs have been designed so that they may be decoupled from centralized
registries, identity providers, and certificate authorities. Their design enables the controller of a
DID to prove control over it without requiring permission from any other party. Cordial services
will enable trustable interactions between DID subjects (e.g. verified people and associated
knowledge packets).

3. Attributable knowledge ownership. The knowledge that flows in our network will be
designated ownership and then stored, protected, enhanced and shared to provide financial
reward for those who created it. This is possible only now, with the advent of blockchain based
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Web 3.0 technologies that enable trusted links between digital identities and knowledge
contributions (e.g. requests for, and responses to requests, in the form of "tickets"). By making
this connection on the Cordial Network knowledge providers will be rewarded for their services,
and able to re-sell their responses on secondary markets (for example when their ‘ever-green’
solution can be useful to many other "knowledge seekers" over time). Anyone with a verified
digital identity can connect into the Cordial Network, and any company can connect through our
API and SDK to build applications using CKN data and incentive mechanisms. We envision the
Cordial Network becoming an indispensable ‘middleware’ layer in the Web 3.0 stack that creates
a trusted, peer-to-peer platform on which human knowledge can be gathered, aggregated,
shared, trusted and rewarded.

4. True data ownership. Although not here yet, many are working on this - the main benefit
of Web 3.0 - and Cordial will be the first to adopt Personal Cloud Compute data storage
solutions that will offer users the ability to store their knowledge in their own data banks.

5. Reputation scores. New patentable Cordial Web 3.0 technologies will enable the
validation of a user’s self-sovereign digital identity with reputation provided by feedback on the
perceived quality, value and timeliness of work achieved. In combination, verifiable identity,
attributable knowledge and earned-reputation permits our unique route to tap into the power of
‘human knowledge capital’ and democratize it. Indeed, this is the power source for the HKaaS
functionality of the Cordial Network.

6. Fair reward. Users of Cordial World applications will earn two forms of extrinsic reward:
financial and reputational, to be awarded fairly for contribution to question design, ideation and
new knowledge creation. In addition, users will achieve intrinsic reward through participation in
meaningful activities that assist other users, groups or whole communities.

7. Gamification. Cordial will use human-focused design and gamification to encourage
healthy engagement, fun usability and efficient function of the network. Gamification requires
analysis, thinking, testing and adjusting to create an outcome which is both exciting and
productive for users. Cordial will use the eight core drivers of the Octalysis framework to help
build the most enjoyable user experience that promotes adoption of the network and retention
within it.

In order to build a Web 3.0 knowledge economy, mining intellect must be fun and benefit all
those involved. We want to give users epic meaning and calling. We want to empower creativity
and feedback. We want to encourage curiosity and build a desire to acquire knowledge and
monetise it. We want to incentivise users to develop new skills, achieve mastery and overcome
challenges. In the old Web 2.0 environment, neuroscience was used to create addiction and
reliance in tech users and extract as much data as possible. Players were the product. Rather
than exploit our users, we want to transform the equation. We will use positive gamification to
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encourage healthy interaction with the network and enable users to own their data, leverage
their knowledge and earn reputation and financial rewards fairly.

In order to build a Web 3.0 knowledge economy, mining intellect must be fun and benefit all
those involved. We want to give users epic meaning and calling. We want to empower creativity
and feedback. We want to encourage curiosity and build a desire to acquire knowledge and
monetise it. We want to incentivise users to develop new skills, achieve mastery and overcome
challenges. In the old Web 2.0 environment, neuroscience was used to create addiction and
reliance in tech users and extract as much data as possible. Players were the product. Rather
than exploit our users, we want to transform the equation. We will use positive gamification to
encourage healthy interaction with the network and enable users to own their data, leverage
their knowledge and earn reputation and financial rewards fairly.

8. Community. People are at the core of the Cordial Network design philosophy. Human
knowledge is, after all, the fuel of HKaaS. Everybody has expertise in something, even if only
their personal lived experience. This might be life in a certain time (e.g. WWII or growing up in
the 80’s), a certain perspective (e.g. as a teacher or a certain gender ) or just living in a certain
part of a town. These people might answer tickets from historians, anthropologists or tourists
who require relevant human knowledge. Although anyone can become a knowledge provider, not
everyone will be an expert in every field. Professional experts will have verified qualifications
and expertise in that field of specific knowledge (e.g. medical, architecture, law etc).

9. Artificial Intelligence. Everything we do at Cordial World will be governed by pro-social
and pro-planetary ethics. AI will be used to provide self-actualization feedback to contributors
and support to knowledge seekers so that their questions are appropriately framed. In time, the
Cordial ecosystem will provide an independent access to real human lived experience, insight
and knowledge, exactly what is required by AI to develop in the most benevolent way.

10. No distraction by advertising. This doesn’t really need explaining, but we believe that
great work has to be focussed and not disturbed by unnecessary and unwelcome provocations
to purchase and calls to consume. And users’ data will be highly respected.
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Key markets for the Cordial Network

The Cordial Network will be open to individual innovators and entrepreneurs, as well as small
and large businesses or governments to leverage and use. We believe that there is no limit to
what human imagination and ingenuity are able to achieve. We are certain that we will be
pleasantly surprised with the innovation that a platform for Knowledge-as-a-Service can confer.
For the purpose of sizing up the types of market that are clearly targetable to the Founders at
this present moment, we have identified the following four major sectors:

Primary Market 1: GovTech
In the UK, the Levelling-Up agenda promotes increasing national prosperity while equalising
gains across regions. This requires engaged local people changing their communities. Capacity
needs to be built to wider participation and boost effectiveness of community groups. Cordial
World is the key to enabling equitable Levelling-Up. Typical applications built on Cordial Network
would be direct citizen engagement (“democracy-on-demand”) and dispute resolution.
According to analysis by Accenture, the global GovTech market is currently valued at $400
billion, and has a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20%.[1]

Primary Market 2: Market Research
The global market size is estimated to be $73.4 billion (US share 54%, Europe share 26%) with a
CAGR of 3.9%.[2] According to Statista 17% of that market’s revenue is generated by online
quantitative research; which translates to  $12.5 billion of a directly addressable market.

Primary Market 3: Online Recruitment
The global market size is currently $25.1 billion and is expected to rise to $36.2 billion by 2027
(CAGR: 5.4%)[3]. The Cordial Network is expected to significantly disrupt this market by enabling
new recruitment software applications, talent platforms for contract work, and new ways to
enable agile organizations at a global scale.

Primary Market 4: Online advice
This is a very broad market spectrum that includes casual advice on simple things as well as
expert advice in healthcare and financial services. The pandemic has boosted the growth of this
market across every sector. By way of illustration, the online medical consultation market is
expected to be $16 billion by 2026 (CAGR: 26.6%). In the US the financial advice market size is
$52.9 billion (CAGR: 3.5%)[4]. As more people move online, and as trust remains the key obstacle
for accessing online advice services, we expect that the Cordial Network has the potential to be
a hugely beneficial disruptive force in these markets.11

11 [1] https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/pdf-90/accenture-govtech-pov.pdf
[2] https://www.statista.com/topics/1293/market-research/
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The Cordial World Foundation
The Cordial World Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that exists to spark ideas, ignite
passion, and fuel growth in organizations at the intersection of information technology,
governance, and knowledge - where the human, rather than technology or profit, is at the heart
of the solution.

The purpose of the Cordial World Foundation is to create a more inclusive, trustworthy and
equitable world through the fair harnessing and distribution of human knowledge, respect for
every individual, and shared awareness for our common planetary home.

The main goals of the Cordial World Foundation are to:

1. Build the Cordial Network as the first, decentralized, global marketplace for human
knowledge.

2. Make available open source tools to developers, so they may enhance the capabilities
and building blocks of the Cordial Network, as well as build new decentralized
applications to solve a wide range of problems and use cases.

3. Through the Cordial Network, enable knowledge creators to receive a fair reward from
knowledge seekers for their time, expertise, investment in acquiring knowledge and
skills, and intellect.

4. Stimulate the development and growth of "Human Knowledge as a Service" (HKaaS)
technologies and businesses, globally.

5. Award and allocate grants to individuals, businesses and institutions who wish to build
on the Cordial Network in order to deliver beneficial pro-social and pro-planetary
outcomes.

The Cordial World Foundation is dedicated to support entrepreneurs, innovators and idea
mavericks to improve society. We believe that to make the world a better place as fast as
possible, our network has to be open source and accessible to everyone. We want the world to
find rewards and benefits from their inclusion and involvement in the Cordial Network.

The value proposition of the Cordial World Foundation is unique:

1. We crowdsource insight and knowledge from around the world on every topic
2. We deliver that knowledge on demand to those who seek it
3. We generate new value for knowledge providers
4. We generate new value for knowledge seekers

[3]https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210108005286/en/Global-Online-Recruitment-Industry-2020-to-2027---Healthcare-Se
gment-to-Record-a-4.6-CAGR---ResearchAndMarkets.com#:~:text=Amid%20the%20COVID%2D19%20crisis,the%20analysis%20p
eriod%202020%2D2027.
[4] https://www.ibisworld.com/industry-statistics/market-size/financial-planning-advice-united-states/
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5. We create business opportunity through a new middleware layer on Web 3.0 for
innovators to build new applications for an infinite number of use cases (examples:
citizen assemblies, product reviews, managing commons, environmental protection,
social responsibility, employee engagement, risk analysis, etc.);

6. We enable new forms of collaboration and economic value creation at a global level
7. We offer a pathway to a better future, we are distributive by design, and we share value

equitably with all who co-create it.

The majority of funds raised through the distribution of Cordial utility tokens will go towards
funding the Foundation and its operations (see “Tokenomics”). The Foundation will be
responsible for the management of funds and will subcontract to partners to develop HKaaS
functionality through blockchain, AI-matchmaking, DIDs, reputation scores, storage etc.

Cordial World Foundation - Income Streams
There are a multitude of revenue streams that will be created within the Cordial ecosystem to
return value to the DIAL token, and also to the organisations and individuals operating in and
using the network. Small and micro fees will be activated through smart contracts as a result of
the following income or transactions (for example):

1. Payments by individual knowledge seekers for a ticket or bundle
of tickets.

2. Subscription payments by organisations for business access to
Cordial Network.

3. Transfer of funds from knowledge seekers to knowledge
creators.

4. Payment by knowledge seekers for access to ever-green
knowledge.

5. Payment by organisations for purchase of datasets to train AI.
6. Holding DIAL in escrow between initiation of ticket and

finalisation of answers and payment to knowledge creator(s).
7. Upgrades from free application access to paid professional or

enterprise versions.
8. Payment to increase profile visibility for set times.
9. Payment for additional features (e.g. skins).
10. Payment of grants for R&D from institutions
11. Payment for whitelisted software.
12. Equity in all start-ups supported by Cordial World grants.
13. Consultancy and on-boarding support.
14. Membership of the Cordial World Foundation think-tank and

access to conferences.
15. Merchandise.
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The core building blocks of the Network
The Cordial Network will consist of a number of building blocks upon which anyone can build
HKaaS applications.

Open API layer
The Cordial Network layer will be accessible via an open API layer. This will enable us to
operate as an open platform. Applications built on the Cordial Network will be able to access
services on demand from the main infrastructure. For example, they may access specific
knowledge, or analytics, or other AI-powered services, or transact data via the Cordial Network’s
Data Trusts.

Digital Identity
There are a number of suppliers of Digital Identifiers (DIDs), and we will choose the best one(s)
to cooperate with. Digital Identifiers will be used to assign identities to people and to verify
people’s credentials. Anyone will be able to generate a DID and join the Cordial Network.
Nevertheless, whenever specific knowledge is required (such as expert legal or medical
knowledge), identities and appropriate professional credentials will be verified.
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Data Wallets
We believe that everyone should own their data. By linking Digital Identity with Data, Cordial
Network will reinvent the operation of digital marketplaces, so that contributors of knowledge get
their fair share from every transaction. To do this we will create “data wallets” for answered
tickets, with specific identifiers that link them to those who own them.

Data Trusts
Access to data will be granted using blockchain technology. Data - such as answered tickets -
will be pooled into a "Data Trust" administered by the Cordial World Foundation. However, we
will also explore decentralized data storage solutions, which we believe to be the future for the
Cordial Network. Data Trusts on the Cordial Network will enable the development of new
innovative AI solutions that will further enhance the utility of the Cordial Network. In
combination with the Knowledge Graph, Data Trusts will become the core innovation platforms
for Cordial Network developers12.

Private Blockchains
Whenever a business joins the Cordial Network, they will have to select between Public or
Private. "Private" means that the amount invested for an answer to a ticket will not be visible to
the public. This option will serve businesses who do not want competitors and others to know
the size of their investments in knowledge services, or indeed the responses to their tickets.

Public Blockchains
Users who earn income from their contribution to data-pools will be able to verify their earnings.
This is what the public blockchain will be used for, as it allows for secure and transparent
tracking of all transactions. This capability also opens the possibility for future DeFi projects
using the generated data.

Artificial Intelligence
To enable users of the Cordial Network to quickly search the data pools of tickets, a knowledge
graph will be developed and maintained. This knowledge graph will be the main engine of the
Cordial Network Search. It will provide additional insights and analytics on how the Cordial
World Community is tackling global problems. Those insights will be used for the continuous
development of the Cordial Network and for the benefit of the Cordial World Community.

Reputation Scoring
With Cordial, every participant gains a reputation score. These will be generated through a
participant’s engagement as both a knowledge seeker or knowledge provider and the
verification of their formal credentials (such as qualifications and experience), wider social-proof

12 Zarkadakis G., (2020), Data Trusts could be the key to better AI, In: Harvard Business Review, November 30,
2020.
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(through such information as employee status and peer-review) and their behaviour and
interaction within the Cordial ecosystem. Reputation scores will be designed to incentivise
cordial behaviour and build trust. Reputation points will also be earned by answering free
tickets and by generating accurate and high quality data. Knowledge seekers, as issuers of
tickets, will be allowed to down-vote unacceptable or spoilt tickets. Positive reputation scores
will give access to additional perks and levelling-up in the Cordial applications.

Payments / DeFi
Whenever knowledge providers create new content by opening and answering "tickets", the
data will be added to data-pools. The value of the data-pools will be determined by factors such
as the reputation scores of the contributors, size of the pools, topics and demand. Data is
always added by the owner of the data, which could be businesses who paid for the tickets, but
also individuals who contributed to answering the tickets.

Organizations can lease access to the data pools via a dashboard. When an organization or
person pays for access to a data-pool, each contributor will receive a micro-payment
representing their share of the pool. If someone owns 1% of the data-pool, then that person will
receive 1% of the income generated by that pool. Payments will take place into digital wallets
using the Cordial token (DIAL). The Cordial Network will connect with DeFi Exchanges where
participants may exchange their tokens. By answering tickets knowledge providers will be
solving real problems while creating long term income.

Cloud Storage and Computing
The ultimate goal of the Cordial Network would be to run on a completely decentralized cloud
and computing infrastructure. We will not build this infrastructure but we will partner with web 3.0
innovators who are currently making progress on technologies such as “Personal Cloud
Computers” (PC2).
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Tokenomics
The core Cordial technology will be open-source and will become the framework for use by any
Human Knowledge as a Service company. Ethics is at the heart of our design and as such we do
not wish to hoard free tokens for the team and early investors that have been paid for by early
supporters. This has been common practice across crypto for several years but creates a
‘delta’.

We believe that value will be created by all stakeholders in the Cordial World ecosystem and the
resulting wealth should be distributed equitably. With the community at the heart of our work,
the $DIAL token will be a community focussed utility token and its price will be a reflection of its
use and network effects.

We aim to build a healthy DIAL token economy with:

● Purpose-driven tokenomics with due consideration for legal, ethical, technical &
economic engineering to benefit the whole ecosystem, not the few

● The greatest number of tokens will be circulation from the launch
● Liquidity Mining incentives will be designed to reward community participation
● Knowledge mining incentives will reward early adopters
● The Foundation will facilitate Liquidity Pools on Decentralised Exchanges (DEXs).
● Value growth will be created by ever-increasing utility
● Legible transparency and clear audits

Utility: How value is created for the ecosystem
DIAL is Cordial’s utility token and will be required to enter the network and access utility. There
will be a maximum of 100 million DIAL tokens, and each token subdivides into 100,000 DIMES.
The utility token is the ‘fuel’ of the Cordial ecosystem and will serve the following core purposes:

● Access to Cordial Exchange
● Facilitate micropayments
● Upvote or downvote contribution answers
● Open peer to peer knowledge sharing
● Payment options & transaction fees
● Add data to data-pools.
● Facilitate reputation scores
● Staked by Knowledge seekers in order to open a ‘collaboration chamber’
● Access to chambers via $DIAL backed NFTs
● Governance of the Cordial DAO
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Roadmap
The core of the Cordial team have been working on this idea since 2018. HKaaS was born
formally in early 2020, after private conversations with the founder of Elastos, Rong Chen.

Progress to date:
Cordial World Foundation established
Cordial World Limited established
Innovate UK Smart Grant applications
Partnership opportunities explored with:
Crystalisr (Community Wealth Building)
London South Bank University
University of East London
Epic Games use of Unreal Engine

Hatch Enterprise
London Tech Advocates
Royal Society of the Arts,
Manufacturers and Commerce (RSA)
AWS Loft Accelerator
Cardano, NEO, Cartesi and Muon
Elastos (Tuum Tech, Profile & Elacity)
Integration with Physix thoughtware

2022:

Q3 - Community building & Crowdfunding on Seedrs or Crowdcube
Branding and trade-mark secured
Complete Physix ‘thought mapping’ and sense-making  integration
Initiate ‘strategic doing’ and ‘action mapping’ as open source collaboration rails

Q4 - Smart Contract Audit / Private & Public DIAL token distribution / Liquidity Pools
Partner #1 Integration with Tuum’s Profile
Blockchain trials commence
AI design scoped with University partners
Cordial Application MVP
Partner #2 Support to Crystalisr and South London Partnership

2023:

Q1 - University partnership commences
Token Utility Program
Partner #3 Case Study Deep Dive
Partner #4 Hypothesis review
Cordial Network AI MVP

Q2 - Develop API & SDK
UX/UI and Gamification trials

Q3 - Develop integration SDK for scaling
Interoperability & institutional
partner stress testing
Patent application(s)

Q4 - Cordial Network opens
Cordial World Foundation start-up
funding programme start
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“The ultimate authority: the voice of the people, recorded in a universal standard that can be
interpreted by a computer will allow Artificial Intelligence to be employed as our most powerful

ally, able to quickly correlate, identify and generate solutions to the most complex social,
economic and ecological problems.” 13 The Pranja Initiative

To learn more about how you can help bring radical change to society through locally led,
regionally distributed and globally informed collaboration, please visit www.Cordial.World and

join the community today.

13 Pranja Initiative
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